www.bioinformation.net Given f:R(A 1 , ...,A n )→Y and S ⊆ Y, the (uncompressed, single node-level) Predicate-tree P f, S is the bitmap, P f,S (x)=1 (i.e., true) iff f(x)∈S, ∀x∈R. Note that P f,S bitmaps the set, F-contour({1}) under the function, F(x) = 1 if f(x)∈S else F(x)=0. In Mathematical terms, F is the Characteristic function of the contour, f -1 (S). F can also be viewed as the S-set containment predicate. P f,S is called a P-tree for short and is just the existential R*-bit map of S ⊆R*.A f . The Compressed P-tree, s P f,S is the compression of P f,S with equi-width leaf size, s, as follows.
Choose a walk of R. (which converts P f,S from a bit map to a bit vector).
Equi-width partition P f,S along the walk with segment size, s (s is called the leaf size. We note that the last leaf segment can be shorter than s).
Eliminate and mask to 0, all pure-zero segments (It is called the existential mask, EM, or the NotPure0 mask. It is initiated to all 1 bits and then bits with position numbers corresponding to pure-zero segments are flipped to zero. EM stands for Existential Mask (∃ a 1 bit)).
Eliminate and mask to 1, all pure-one segments (it is called the universal mask, UM, or the Pure1 mask. It is initiated to all 0 bits and then bits with position numbers corresponding to pure-one segments are flipped to one. UM stands for Universal Mask (universally 1-bits)).
The sense in which this is a tree becomes clear (e.g., UM at its root and the Mixed (not pure zero and not pure one) segments as the second level leaves). There is no need for the EM mask since all the information in it is captured by eliminating the pure zero leaves (even though they are not pure one). Therefore, if the UM bit is zero, and there is no leaf, it is assumed that the leaf is a pure zero segment. Finally, note that the EM tree could just as well have been built. The UM tree, however, and then the P-tree of the complement bit vector is just the EM tree.
The compression approach in this technology is a variant of run-length compressing of bit vectors, but with the proviso that all run are of length the same length, s (in the EM case, existential aggregation is used and in the UM case universal aggregation is used). The "same length" is not so important (in fact, not at all important) with respect to the consecutive blocks within one bit vector, but is critically important to facilitate fast processing across bit vectors. That is, the common partitioning across all bit vectors is the important issue here.
Since each leave of the 2-level P-tree, s P f,S is an uncompressed bit vector of length s (except that the very last one may be shorter), recursively, this compression scheme continues (using the same walk) with leafsize=s 2 giving a 3-level Universal Predicate tree (P-tree) 
